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Thank you Chair Rodriguez and the members of the Transportation Committee for convening this hearing.
I am Paul Steely White, the Executive Director of Transportation Alternatives. We are a 40-year old non-profit,
with more than 100,000 activists in our network, dedicated to improving the safety of New York City’s streets. We
appreciate the breadth of bills presented today, which tackle a wide range of important public safety issues on our
streets. The numerous bills before the committee today are an indication of the continued focus on bicycle and
street user safety in New York.
New York must continue to work toward Vision Zero, and the increased attention to bicycle and pedestrian safety
is a step in the right direction. We must be careful, however, to focus legislation and enforcement on the most
dangerous infractions. Legislating regulation of low-level, low-risk violations misdirects valuable funding and
enforcement away from infractions that endanger the lives of New Yorkers every day.
I’m here today to voice our support for three bills: Intros 210 and 225 requiring compilation of Citibike usage data
and Citibike financial reporting, and Intro 716 establishing civil penalties for bicycle theft. I am also voicing
concern about two of the bills: Intro 544 prohibiting cell phone use while cycling and Intro 545 imposing penalties
for cyclists who fail to wear a helmet or who bicycle on sidewalks.

Intro 210 and Intro 225: Citibike Data Compilation and Financial Reporting
While Citibike already collects and disseminates all of the data specified in Intro 210 and already reports the
majority of the financial information specified in Intro 225, requiring these actions by law will ensure the
continuity of Citibike’s existing data and financial reporting and be beneficial for the expansion and success of
New York’s bike share program. It will maintain transparency and allow for continued tracking of the success of
the program.

Intro 544: Prohibiting Cell Phone Use While Cycling
Regulating cyclist cell phone use is not inherently a bad idea and we encourage safe biking behavior. Across-theboard equality of enforcement for dangerous operating behaviors is laudable in intention, but it is not pragmatic.
The danger that cyclists pose to other street users is astronomically lower than drivers. Focusing precious funding
and enforcement capacity on behaviors that pose relatively little danger to New Yorkers takes away from
regulation of far more dangerous behaviors and risks clogging the judicial system with very low-risk violations.
There is very little data suggesting a real danger behind cyclists using cell phones. We should not regulate street
users’ behaviors based on assumption or anecdotal evidence alone. In New York City, motor vehicles pose far
greater danger to street users than bicycles do. The data shows that:

•
•

178 pedestrians and cyclists were killed or injured by motorists in 2013; by contrast, only 3 people have
been killed by cyclists since 2009 (roughly one fatality every two years)
While no data is available for crashes caused by cyclist distraction, more than 27,000 crashes in New York
City in 2013 were attributed at least in part to driver distraction.

We favor regulating truly dangerous behaviors of both drivers and cyclists. But we cannot afford to divert valuable
funding and enforcement capacity away from reckless driving behaviors to regulate cycling behaviors that pose
little or no proven danger to street users. If we are ever to accomplish Vision Zero and eliminate traffic deaths and
serious injuries, we must focus our resources on deterring those behaviors that we know to frequently cause death
and serious injury.

Intro 545: Helmet Law and Sidewalk Cycling
We embrace the Council encouraging cyclists to wear proper safety equipment and to ride in appropriate
locations. But as with Intro 544, in the era of Vision Zero, enforcement has to focus on behaviors that threaten the
lives of New Yorkers. For drivers, who pose a far greater danger to street users than cyclists, there are no required
safety courses for moving violations or equipment violations. In fact, most drivers who kill or seriously injure
pedestrians or cyclists are not required to take a safety course. To impose safety course participation on
cyclists who violate equipment or sidewalk riding regulations would be to skip several steps in the order of
priorities for protecting the lives of New Yorkers.
Has the Council, for example, considered mandating a driving safety course for reckless drivers? Families for Safe
Streets has been working tirelessly with the Department of Motor Vehicles and the New York Police Department
to initiate driver safety education requirements for drivers who kill or seriously injure pedestrians to no avail. For
the Council to then institute safety education requirements for cyclist behaviors that pose little danger is to send a
very confusing message to New Yorkers. We suggest that before unilaterally instituting bicycle safety education
requirements, the Council find ways to implement street safety education programs that will be most impactful in
saving lives.
To truly protect cyclists, we must give them safe, dedicated space. Cyclists who ride on the sidewalk often do so
because riding in the street is dangerous. To keep cyclists off the sidewalks, they need a safe alternative: protected,
dedicated street space.
We fully support safety education and the encouraging of safe cyclist behavior. But the Council needs to prioritize
its legislation according to actual safety impact. Required operator safety courses for reckless drivers who kill
pedestrians, for example, would be of far greater impact in saving lives. As it stands, this bill is distracting from
Vision Zero and misallocates limited resources.

Intro 716: Bicycle Theft
Bicycle theft is a major deterrent for people to ride bikes. Increasing enforcement of theft will benefit safe streets
in New York by eliminating some of the disincentive and economic risk of bike ownership in the city. Thank you to
Council Members Rodriguez and Koo for sponsoring this bill.

